The purpose of this study is to identify the requirements for the implementation of the Smart E-learning Education (Classera) in Riyadh Private schools. It also identifies the obstacles that stand in the way of implementing this Electronic based system (Classera) in Riyadh Private schools.

To accomplish these goals, researcher has used the interviews as a tool. The interview was held for all the study society in Riyadh Private schools that have implemented (Classera).

The study has concluded the following:
1- all results showed that the human resources requirements were required first for the implementation of (Classera) with a calculated average of 6.6. Technical requirements came next by a calculated average of 5.8. The administration came the least requirements for the implementation of (Classera) with a calculated average of 2.6.
2- all results showed that the financial requirements were the first obstacle for the implementation of (Classera) with a calculated average of 8.00 Technical obstacle came the second with a calculated average of 5.6. Then the human resources with an average of 5.4. Finally the administration came the least as an obstacle with a calculated average of (2.4).
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